Music Chapel Festival
Duo
8th edition

6 > 10.12.2017 @Flagey
The 8th edition of the Music Chapel Festival, in partnership with Flagey, will take place from 6 until 10 December 2017 and is devoted to the
repertoire’s great “duos”, the perfect illustration of two principles that are dear to the Music Chapel, the act of sharing the stage and the
transmission of knowledge.
Leading names such as Renaud Capuçon, Frank Braley, José Van Dam, Giuliano Carmignola, Augustin Dumay, the Jerusalem Quartet, Gary
Hoffman and Miguel da Silva, recitals, chamber music and key works from the repertoire such as the double concertos of Bach, Mozart
and Mendelsohn (with the Royal Chamber Orchestra of Wallonia), the major opera repertoire (with the orchestra of the Royal Opera of
Wallonia), Vivaldi’s double concertos (MuCH Ensemble) and Brahms’ double concerto and Requiem (Brussels Philharmonic & Flemish Radio
Choir).
Come and join us for:
• Six prestigious concerts @Studio 4 :
• On 6.12.2017 at 19:00 & 21:30 : the opening evening of the festival will be divided into two parts gathering around Renaud Capuçon, Avo
Kouyoumdjian and Frank Braley the soloists in residence for double concertos by Bach, Mozart and Mendelssohn.
• On 7.12.2017 at 20:15 : an evening devoted to opera duos around José van Dam with the orchestra of the Royal Opera of Wallonia under
the direction of Giampaolo Maria Bisanti.
• On 8.12.2017 at 20:15 : gathered around Giuliano Garmignola, the MuCH Ensemble will perform Vivaldi’s double concerto and famous
Four Seasons.
• On 9.12.2017 at 20h15 : Brahms’ double concerto performed by Augustin Dumay and Jeong Hyoun “Christine” Lee followed by Brahms’
Requiem with the Flemish Radio Choir, the Brussels Philharmonic under the direction of Giancarlo Guerrero.
• On 10.12.2017 at 15:00 : the closing concert brings together the renowned Jerusalem Quartet & two Masters in Residence: Miguel da Silva
& Gary Hoffman.
• Eight chamber music recitals on the theme of the “duo” @Studio 1
Families will also be spoiled with a show about Vivaldi entitled “Viva” performed by the actor Pietro Pizzuti, and a poetic show for children
about Maurice Ravel in the company of the puppet “Maurice” and puppeteer Charlotte Devyver.
Another highlight is the “Singing Molenbeek” concert with Zeno Popescu, Lorenzo Gatto, Julien Libeer & Roby Lakatos, on Sunday 10.12.2017
at 11:00!
The Music Chapel Festival “Duo” brings together an ambitious artistic palette, featuring two symphonic orchestras, the MuCH string ensemble,
a chamber orchestra and almost 50 guest soloists. With at least two concerts per day and a whole OFF program, including conferences (among
which “Culture Meet-Up” on “the classical artist 3.0”), workshops for children with the Jeunesses Musicales de Bruxelles, and many films
selected by Cinematek on cinema’s great duos that will be screened in Studio 5.
Don’t miss this five-day immersion in the laboratory of the Chapel in residence at Flagey!
“Duo”, from 6 until 10 December 2017 @Flagey: info & bookings: www.flagey.be
Press contact: svanderstegen@musicchapel.org or 0471 37 52 28
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